
Authors OnMission - Guaranteed book Sales
and Reviews

Authors OnMission offers an all-inclusive solution for business professionals and
entrepreneurs aiming to produce, release, and popularize their non-fiction works. We
provide a holistic array of services, covering publishing, editorial processes, author
training, ghostwriting, and specialized marketing for the manuscript and its writer.
Below are answers to some common queries about our offerings.

What is the primary focus of Empowerment Bookhouse?

Authors On Mission is a holistic book production firm that aids authors in the entire
journey from writing to successful book marketing. We're passionate about author
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empowerment and have been successfully operational since 2014, having worked on
over 500 projects, many of which became bestsellers.

Howmany reviews can I anticipate formywork?

We aim to gather 10-15 reviews in the initial post-launch phase. This is vital for
establishing credibility in the eyes of potential readers.

Will I have all rights tomymanuscript?

Indeed. You retain full copyright ownership and rights to print and reproduce your
manuscript. All decisions concerning your work are yours to make.

Howdoes Empowerment Bookhouse amplifymy book's
reach?

With Authors On Mission, you get a robust marketing strategy to boost your book's
trajectory. We conduct an Amazon Bestseller Campaign, focusing on early sales,
reviews, and rankings to create a strong base for your book’s future trajectory. Our
approach also includes assisting you in reaching out to your audience. This
encompasses creating engaging social media content, curating an intriguing book
launch email, distributing free copies to close contacts, and designing a plan to
connect with influential figures in your circle. Within the first seven days of your
book’s unveiling, we aim for it to reach Amazon bestseller lists, initiate sales
momentum, accumulate reviews, gain recognition in your circles, and have a clear
plan for future promotions. Moreover, we present additional promotional options,
such as podcast interview scheduling tailored to your needs.

Is authorsonmission.comgenuine?

Empowerment Bookhouse is wholly authentic and credible. We pride ourselves on the
success stories of our clientele, who, with our assistance, transformed their visions



into bestselling narratives. Dive into these motivational success stories and envision
your narrative as our next triumph.


